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PAUL M. STANSKY
Certified General Appraiser

KIMBERLY C. COOK
Appraiser

E-Mail: pstanskysr@comcast.net P.O. Box 8231
Phone  916-780-9365 Citrus Heights, CA 95621

November 16, 2016

SLALMC, a California LLC dba Summerplace at Lincoln, LLC
250 Fischer Avenue
Costa Mesa, CA 92626
 
Re: Appraisal of 850 & 950 Red Rock Road, Lincoln, CA 95648.
       The Proposed Summerplace, 174 Unit Senior Care Facility. 

    
Dear Mr. Huetenhain:

We have conducted the required investigation, gathered the necessary data, and made certain
analysis that has enabled us to form several opinions of value for the interest held in the
above captioned subject property.

Market Value As Is (Land Only) $  8,660,000
Effective as of November 16, 2016

Prospective Market Value Upon Completion $80,740,000
Effective March 31, 2018

Prospective Market Value Upon Stabilization $90,000,000
Effective as of March 31, 2020

The Summary Appraisal report that follows sets forth the identification of the property, the
assumptions and limiting conditions, pertinent facts, the results of the investigations and
analysis, and the reasoning leading to the conclusions set forth. 

Respectfully submitted,

Paul M. Stansky
Certified General Appraiser (AG008967)
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850 Red Rock Road
Lincoln, CA

SUMMARY OF IMPORTANT FACTS AND DATA

COUNTY: PLACER

CITY: LINCOLN

THOMS BROS. MAP/GRID: 199 J 1 

ALQUIST-PRIOLO SPECIAL STUDIES ZONE: NO

FLOOD ZONE "X"

CENSUS TRACT: 214.01

PARCEL  SIZE: 7.10 Acres.

YEAR BUILT: PROPOSED

          

GROSS BUILDING AREA: 162,779 SF

NUMBER OF ASSISTED LIVING UNITS: 114

NUMBER OF MEMORY CARE UNITS: 60

DATE OF VALUE ESTIMATE: 11/16/16
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850 Red Rock Road
Lincoln, CA
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850 Red Rock Road
Lincoln, CA Page 1

CERTIFICATION

The undersigned does hereby certify that, except as otherwise noted in the appraisal report:

     

1) We have personally inspected the subject property and reviewed all market data.

2) To the best of our knowledge and beliefs, the statements of fact contained in this

appraisal report are true and correct. 

3) The reported appraisal analysis and opinions are limited only to the reported

assumptions and limiting conditions and are our personal, unbiased, professional analysis and

opinions. 

4) Our practical experience, educational background, and State license status provide

us with more than enough knowledge to successfully undertake this assignment.

5) We have no present or contemplated future interest in the real estate that is the

subject of this appraisal report. 

6) We have no personal interest or bias with respect to the subject matter of this

appraisal report or the parties involved. 

7) Compensation is not contingent on an action or event resulting from the analyses,

opinions, or conclusions in, or the use of, this report. 

8) The appraisal analysis and opinions were developed, and this appraisal report has

been prepared, in conformance with (and the use of this report is subject to) the requirements

of the Uniform Standards of Profession Appraisal Practice.

9) We do not authorize the out-of-context quoting from or partial reprint of this

appraisal report. 
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850 Red Rock Road
Lincoln, CA Page 2

10) We have performed no services, as an appraiser or in any other capacity,

regarding the property that is the subject of this report within the three-year period

immediately preceding acceptance of this assignment.

Paul M. Stansky

Certified General Appraiser (AG008967)

Kimberly C. Cook, Appraiser

(AL041853)
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850 Red Rock Road
Lincoln, CA Page 3

THE APPRAISAL PROCESS AND REPORT OVERVIEW 

"Appraising is an art as well as a science," is a familiar phrase to both students and veterans

of the appraisal industry, though nobody seems to know when or where it originated. Within

the business community appraising is considered somewhat unique by virtue of its

characterization as an art. Some might argue that this characterization of appraisal has

interfered with the attainment of true professional status. While the scientific aspect of the

process dominated the appraisal agenda of late, the role of art has been for the most part

cautiously, if not half heartedly, acknowledged by appraisers and clients. Nonetheless, the

phrase has persisted over the years, and for this reason the issue it addresses invites closer

review.

Considering the artistic aspect of appraising may at first seem more appropriately undertaken

during a period of repose, while contemplating the ethereal plane or other such abstractions.

Time invested to expand a database or to refine capitalization formulas is ostensibly more

productive. Such an attitude, which emphasizes a scientific approach, has dominated the field

since the first property was contracted for sale, and in light of recent technological advances

it would seem value certainty is tantalizingly within reach. By concentrating on the scientific

method, however, are appraisers charting a truly progressive course or are they being lured

by data's sweet song into riding their computers onto the rocks?

The abundance of information available to appraisers may be likened to either a cornucopia

or a whirlpool, at once enticing and intimidating to appraisers and the public served. It can

represent a means to answer the most complex questions, or an overwhelming array of data

impossible to manager without the assistance of specialized equipment. While a small

amount of information is helpful, too much may be confusing. 

To claim appraising is partially an art is to recognize that there is more to understanding

value than mathematics along can provide. The perceived perfection of mathematics

promotes an assumption that advancement of the appraisal profession may be possible only

through continued improvement of those scientific methods that are often credited with
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      Excerpts from "The Appraiser as an Artist," by Michael M. Martin, MAI, the Appraisal1

Journal July 1993.

850 Red Rock Road
Lincoln, CA Page 4

having brought appraisers this far. The aspects of value and the appraisal process referred to

as artistic do not lend themselves to the scientific method of proof, nor can their truths be so

ensured. Mathematical systems are not entirely perfect either, however, and the foundation

of appraisal methodology as well as advances in appraiser understanding of the marketplace

could not have been accomplished without the benefit of experience. Along with advanced

computations, appraising is in large part an inductive reasoning process, concerning itself

with both abstract and concrete information. 

Methods of treating data will always require attention and improvement. Acknowledging and

understanding the importance of what appraisers have characterized as art similarly demand’s

attention and study if individual skill as well as the profession are to advance. This means

developing an awareness of the limitations imposed by mathematical systems, and

appreciation for the role of general principles of value rationale as well as the inherent truths

availed by market data, and greater emphasis on inductive reasoning techniques for the

understanding and communication of the abstractions that characterize the marketplace.1

The appraisal process is the orderly program in which the data used to estimate the value of

the subject property is acquired, classified, analyzed, and presented. The first step is defining

the appraisal problem - i.e., identification of the real estate, the effective date of the value

estimate, the property rights being appraised, and the reason for the value estimate.

Once the first step has been accomplished, the appraiser collects and analyzes the factors that

affect the market value of the subject property. These factors include an area and

neighborhood analysis, site and improvement analysis, highest and best use analysis, and the

application of the approaches used to estimate the property's value.

Appraisers generally have available three approaches to value; the cost approach, the direct

sales comparison approach also known as the market data approach, and the income

approach. One, two or all may be used as later discussed.
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In analyzing the approaches to value it can readily be observed that most of the information

used to estimate the value of the subject property must be derived from the marketplace,

based on the actions of buyers and sellers.

In order to reach a conclusion, the final step in the appraisal process is the analysis of the

value estimates suggested by the three approaches. The purpose of the appraisal, the type of

property being appraised, and the adequacy and reliability of the data are analyzed. The

appraiser considers the relative applicability of each of the approaches used, examines the

range between the estimates and places major emphasis on the approach that produces the

most reliable solution to the specific appraisal problem.

There is nothing unusual about this assignment other than it addresses proposed construction

of a 174 unit senior living facility to include the “as is” market value of the 7.10 acre

underlying site, the value of the finished project as of the anticipated date of completion, and

the prospective value of the finished project upon attaining a stabilized level of occupancy.
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      Source: Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (the "OCC"), and title XI of "FIRREA."2

      Since  this definition is Federal in origin, it should be noted that this definition may not agree with the legal3

definition of market value in the State in which the property is located.

850 Red Rock Road
Lincoln, CA Page 6

APPRAISAL DEFINITIONS

MARKET VALUE : The most probable price which a property should bring in a competitive2

and open market under all conditions requisite to a fair sale, the buyer and seller, each acting

prudently, knowledgeably and assuming the price is not affected by undue stimulus. Implicit

in this definition is the consummation of a sale as of a specified date and the passing of title

from seller to buyer under conditions whereby :3

1) buyer and seller are typically motivated;

2) both parties are well informed or well advised, and each acting in what he considers

his own best interest;

3) a reasonable time is allowed for exposure in the open market;

4) payment is made in terms of cash in U.S. dollars or in terms of financial arrangements

comparable thereto; and,

5) the price represents the normal consideration for the property sold unaffected by

special or creative financing or sales concessions granted by anyone associated with the sale.

VALUE AS IS:  The value of specific ownership rights to an identified parcel of real estate

as of the effective date of the appraisal; relates to what physically exists and is legally

permissible and excludes all assumptions concerning hypothetical market conditions or

possible rezoning.

REAL ESTATE: Physical land and appurtenances affixed to the land, e.g., structures. 
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850 Red Rock Road
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REAL PROPERTY: All interests, benefits, and rights inherent in the ownership of physical

real estate.

PERSONAL PROPERTY:  Movable items of property that is not permanently affixed to, or

part of, real estate; identifiable tangible objects that are considered by the general public as

being “personal,” for example furnishings, artwork, machinery and equipment; all tangible

property that is not classified as real estate.

FEE SIMPLE INTEREST: Absolute ownership unencumbered by any other interest or

estate; subject only to the limitations of eminent domain, escheat, police power, and taxation.

LEASED FEE INTEREST: An ownership interest held by a landlord with the right of use

and occupancy conveyed by lease to others; usually consists of the right to receive rent and

the right to repossession at the termination of the lease.

RENTAL TERMS:

Gross: Rental type generally used where the landlord’s rental rate contains all costs

associated with occupying the premises inclusive of taxes, insurance, and maintenance but

calling for the tenant to pay some of their own utility costs.
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850 Red Rock Road
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SCOPE OF THE APPRAISAL

The following steps were taken to arrive at the final estimate of value included in this

appraisal of the subject property:

1. Prohibited Influence: The appraisal assignment was not based on a request for a

minimum valuation, a specific evaluation  or approval of a loan. Our employment is not

conditioned upon the appraisal producing a specific value or within a given range of value.

Neither employment nor compensation is based on the approval of any related loan

application;

2. Self Containment: This appraisal is meant to meet the client’s expressed needs. It is

a Summary Appraisal. This report includes the information necessary to enable the reader

to understand our opinions, logic, reasoning, judgement analyses in arriving at a final

conclusion of market value;

3. Personal Property: All typical trade fixtures, equipment, machinery, and furnishing

that normally transfer as part of senior care sales and are included in the total value or sale

price;

4. Information about the subject property was obtained through personal inspection,

from public records through the use of such services as 1  American Real Estate Solutionsst

(RES), and from the plans and specifications drawn up by Paul Boundy Architects, revisions

1 through 8, last dated June of 2015. This information included the description of the

proposed development including on an off site construction, the last sale date, the tax number

and legal description in these records, and the assessed value of the land and improvements;

5. An analysis was made of the neighborhood, the site, and the improvements. This

inspection and analysis include  the consideration of any factor which could be expected to

have an impact on the value of the subject property. Although due diligence was exercised,

we are not experts in such fields as structural engineering, hazardous substances,
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850 Red Rock Road
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environmental hazards or pest control, no warranty is given as to these elements. As needed,

inspections by various professionals within these fields might be recommended with the final

estimate of value subject to their findings;

6. An analysis was made of the available market sales data utilizing such services 1st

American RES, Loopnet, multiple listing services and Comps, Inc. A selection was made of

the most recent comparable sales which were then compared to the subject property in order

to reach an estimate of market value by way of the Direct Sales Comparison Approach to

value. An exterior inspection was made of the comparable sales, usually from public

roadways. Sales information was verified with the foregoing sources which include deed

recordings and most pertinent financial information relating to the transaction;

7. The Cost Approach is included in this report;

8. The Income Approach to value considers the income producing capabilities of the

subject property, and was definitely considered applicable; 

9. The value indications from the applicable approaches to value were then correlated

into a final estimated of value. The appraisal report was completed in conformance with the

Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice, as adopted by the Appraisal Standards

Board of the Appraisal Foundation as of August 9, 1990. Based on State License status,

education, experience, and cognizance of the area, we have the appropriate knowledge and

experience to complete the assignment competently.
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ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITING CONDITIONS

This report is made subject to the conditions and stipulations following:

1) No responsibility is assumed for any matters which are legal in nature. No opinion

of title is rendered, and the property is appraised as though free of all liens, encumbrances,

and assessments, and that title is marketable. The appraisal covers the property described

only, no responsibility is assumed for determining whether the property requires, or is in

violation of, environmental approval by appropriate governing agencies;

2) This appraisal is to be used to assist the client in financing the project. This is a

Summary Appraisal fits the clients needs. As such, the appraisal assignment is not based on

a request for a minimum valuation, a specific evaluation. Employment of the appraisers was

not conditioned upon the appraisal producing a specific value or within a given range of

value. Neither employment nor compensation is based on the approval of any related loan

application. The intended user is Branch Banking and Trust Company, or their assigns;

3) No surveys of the boundaries of the property have been made. A  Preliminary Title

report was provided by the client and a copy has been retained in our files. We noted nothing

of a detrimental nature other than the usual public utility easements of record.

4) Sources of information are believed to be correct and where feasible, have been

verified;

5) Information concerning flood and earthquake hazard zones were available, but

interpreting the raw maps and tracking the constant changes and fluctuations in the zone

designations is a specialized skill for which we are not trained, therefore no reporting

responsibility is assumed. It is recommended that the client verify, with a qualified specialist,

earthquake and flood hazard locations specific to the subject site;

6) The evaluation must be used in its entirety. Erroneous conclusions may be reached
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850 Red Rock Road
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by the reader if any portions of this report are relied upon exclusive of the others. Subject to

written approval by us, no portion of this report can stand alone;

7) We are not, by reason of this evaluation, required to give testimony or to be in

attendance in court or at any governmental or other hearing with reference to the subject

property without prior arrangements having been made relative to such additional

employment;

8) Neither all nor any part of the contents of this report shall be conveyed to the public

through advertising, public relations, news, sales or other media without my written consent

and approval, particularly as to the valuation conclusions, and our identity; 

9) Reasonable exposure time is one of a series of conditions in most market value

definitions. Exposure time is always presumed to precede the effective date of the appraisal.

It is defined as the estimated length of time the property interest being appraised would have

been offered on the market prior to the hypothetical consummation of a sale at market value

on the effective date of the appraisal. 

As to the undeveloped 7.10 acre underlying site the marketing time begins on the current

date, and answers the question, “If I put this property on the market today at a competitive

list price, how long will it be before the property will sell.” Taking into account the

variations in economic conditions, and the availability of financing, local data service

statistics specific to the subject’s general location indicate the average exposure time for this

type of real estate product ranges from three months to twenty months, while comments

gathered as part of the interviews with various agents connected to the Comp sales used later

in this report indicate a marketing time of three months to one  year if the property is

correctly priced, or after a price reduction to a more reasonable figure.

As to the finished development we have estimated the marketing time at  six to nine months

after the date of completion, and the exposure time is estimated to be six to nine months for

the sale of the subject upon attaining a stabilized level of occupancy.
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10) Our liability is limited to the client alone, and only up to the amount of the fee

received for the appraisal. There is no liability or accountability to any third party. If the

client shows this report to another party, the client shall make said party aware of all the

limiting conditions and assumptions contained therein;

11) Title III of the Americans With Disabilities Act of 1990, 42 U.S.C. Section 12101

et seq. regulates all "places of public accommodation" and "commercial facilities." A "place

of public accommodation" is a facility operated by a private entity, whose operations affect

commerce and fall within one of 12 categories. The categories, which are intended to be

broadly interpreted, include facilities that provide lodging, food, service, sales, entertainment,

etc. "Commercial facilities" are those intended for nonresidential use by a private entity

which means virtually all privately owned places of business.

Title III requires (among other things) that "public accommodations" remove architectural

and communication barriers from existing facilities (i.e., facilities occupied before Jan. 26,

1993) wherever this is "readily achievable." Factors that are considered in determining

whether removal is readily achievable include the nature and cost of what needs to be done

and the financial resources available and relating to the site involved. Examples of readily-

achievable barrier removal include installing ramps, creating designated accessible parking

spaces, and repositioning telephones, furniture and shelves.

Unlike the readily-achievable standard for existing facilities, the requirements for new or

altered (i.e., renovated) facilities do not depend on the financial resources available and

relating to the site. Instead, new or altered "public accommodations" and "commercial

facilities" must be built in strict compliance with the ADA, except in the rare circumstance

where compliance is considered "structurally impractical." This last consideration sometimes

applies to designated historic properties.

Since this is proposed construction we are reasonably certain it will comply with all of the

current ADA requirements.
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TOXIC MATERIAL PROBLEMS AND CONDITIONS

In recent years two conditions that could have great impact of the value of the real estate

have come to the attention of the public; these are asbestos wrappings and insulation in

existing improvements, and toxic waste sediment in existing improvements or the ground

under and around the improvements. This toxic waste sediment in the ground could also be

from underground storage tanks or pipelines. It also could be caused seepage from

surrounding land containing toxic water sediment or from overhead transmission lines. It

could also be caused by some other unknown source.

We are not, under any circumstances, responsible for the investigation of any of toxic

conditions unless we have been informed in writing by the owner, client or by some other

reliable source that these conditions do exist or may potentially exist; or unless these

conditions are openly observed by us during the ordinary course of the inspection of the

property. 

It should also be understood that any of these conditions may exist but be hidden from

ordinary sight and therefore not mentioned in the report. 

The final estimate of market value does not take into account any costs associated with the

cleanup of toxic waste or asbestos problems. Should these problems arise, once a fee is

agreed upon, this report should be immediately returned for review and revision. 
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IDENTIFICATION OF THE SUBJECT PROPERTY

The subject property is addressed as 850 & 950 Red Rock Road, Lincoln, CA 95648.

It is  further identified as Placer County Assessor's Parcel Number 329-010-062. A legal

description was provided by the client and is found in the Addenda portion of this report.

OBJECTIVE OF THE ASSIGNMENT

The purpose of the report is to estimate the market value of the subject property per the scope

of the assignment, as of the effective dates specified in the report. The report will then be

used by the client for financing purposes.

EFFECTIVE DATE OF THE REPORT

As to the value of the undeveloped site it is November 16, 2016, the date on which the

subject property was inspected. As to the value on completion it is projected to be March 31,

2018, and as to the value upon reaching a stabilized level of occupancy it projected to be

March 31, 2020.

PROPERTY RIGHTS APPRAISED

Fee Simple.

BRIEF OWNERSHIP HISTORY 

Available public records indicate the property last sold more than 3 years ago. A check of all

the commonly available reporting services indicate the property is not listed for sale. 
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REGIONAL MAP
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PLACER COUNTY REGIONAL DATA

Placer County is included in the Sacramento-Roseville-Arden-Arcade, CA Metropolitan

Statistical Area. It is located in both the Sacramento Valley and Sierra Nevada regions, in

what is known as the Gold Country. It stretches from the suburbs of Sacramento to Lake

Tahoe and the Nevada border.

Shortly after gold was discovered, Placer County was formed from portions of Sutter and

Yuba counties on April 25, 1851; Auburn became the county seat. Placer County’s name

comes from the Spanish word for sand or gravel deposits containing gold.

Gold mining was a major industry through the 1880s, but gradually the new residents turned

to farming the fertile foothill soil, harvesting timber and working for the Southern Pacific

Railroad. Today, Placer County has one of the fastest growing business communities in

California and has available housing from affordable to executive, clean and safe schools,

and many well kept neighborhoods. The choice of rural, urban and suburban living creates

unique lifestyle opportunities for work and play.

The county has a total area of 1,502 square miles, of which 1,407 square miles is land and

95 square miles  is water, including a portion of the American River. Lake Tahoe has 40.96%

of its surface area in Placer County, more than in any of the four other counties in which it

lies, and there are six incorporated cities within the county:

Auburn With a Population of 14,070 as of 01/01/16

Colfax With a Population of 2,068 as of 01/01/16

Lincoln With a Population of 47,339 as of 01/01/16

Loomis With a Population of 6,692 as of 01/01/16

Rocklin With a Population of 60,351 as of 01/01/16

Roseville With a Population of 134,073 as of 01/01/16
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The California Department of Finance Demographic Research Unit reports that Placer

County has, as of January 1, 2016, a population of 373,796 made up of 370,029 households,

and 3,767 group quarters. There are a total of 124,732 single family detached homes, 4,195

single family attached home, 26,766 apartment units, 4,266 mobile homes, and the average

persons per household is 2.66. The population density is 266 people per square mile of solid

land area.

As of the current date the average home price in the county and some of its major cities is:

Community Avg. Price Avg. Size Bed & Bath

Placer County (all) $478,368 2,239 Sq.Ft. 3 & 2

Roseville $438,543 2,154 Sq.Ft. 3 & 2

Rocklin $468,702 2,308 Sq.Ft. 3 & 2

Lincoln $448,301 2,170 Sq.Ft. 3 & 2

According to the County's 2015 Comprehensive Annual Financial Report, the top employers

in the county are:

# Employer # of Employees

1 Kaiser Permanente 3,839

2 Hewlett-Packard 2,500

3 Placer County 2,400

4 Union Pacific Railroad 2,000

5 Sutter Health 1,983

6 Northstar at Tahoe 1,500

7 Thunder Valley Casino Resort 1,412

8 City of Roseville 1,282

9 PRIDE Industries 1,135

10 Raley's Supermarkets 1,006
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And as of the year end 2014 Placer County ranked 6  highest of the State’s 58 counties inth

Median Income at $47,961 per person, and 7  highest in the State in Joint Returns with ath

median income of $87,258.

Placer County Transit provides basic bus service primarily along the I-80 corridor between

Alta and the Watt Ave. Sacramento Regional Transit light rail station. PCT also runs

commuter service to Downtown Sacramento. 

The cities of Auburn, Lincoln, and Roseville have their own local transit service. The city

of Roseville also offers a commuter service to Sacramento. Gold Country Stage (Nevada

County) provides a connection between Auburn and Grass Valley. Tahoe Area Regional

Transit operates in Truckee (Nevada County), Tahoe City and along the North Shore of Lake

Tahoe to Incline Village, Nevada.

Greyhound and Amtrak provide long distance intercity service, and there are  three general

aviation airports in Placer County including, Lincoln Regional Airport, Auburn Airport, and

the Truckee-Tahoe Airport. The closest commercial airport is Sacramento International

Airport in Sacramento.

City of Lincoln

The city of Lincoln, California, rests at the base of the Sierra Foothills in the Placer Valley

along with the cities of Roseville, Rocklin, Loomis, and Newcastle located nearby. Situated

on Hwy 65, Lincoln is approximately 30 miles northeast of the capital of California,

Sacramento, and 30 miles southeast of Marysville. Traveling on Interstate 80, Lincoln is only

114 miles southwest from Reno, and 115 miles east of San Francisco.

The city has a total area of 20.1 square miles, of which only 0.02 square miles, or 0.12%, is

water, and it has a population density of 2,358 people per square mile.

The original townsite was surveyed and laid out in 1859 by Theodore Judah along the

proposed line of the California Central Railroad. The name "Lincoln" was conferred in honor
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of Charles Lincoln Wilson, one of the organizers and directors of the California Central

Railroad. The CCRR was planned as a rail link between the cities of Marysville and

Sacramento via a connection to the Sacramento Valley Railroad in Folsom, but completion

was delayed for some years.

The town settled into a lull until the early 1870s, when rich clay deposits of the Ione

Formation were discovered nearby. This led to the establishment of Gladding, McBean &

Co. in 1875, the pottery for which Lincoln is famous, ushering in a new era of prosperity and

growth. It is one of the oldest companies in California, a pioneer in ceramics technology, and

a company which contributed immeasurably to the state's early industrialization. Its original

product was clay sewer pipe. By 1883, the company had grown to 75 employees, and it then

evolved into a major manufacturer of architectural terra-cotta.

As a result of the City’s 2002 strategic plan (City of Lincoln Strategic Action Plan, May

2002) new office buildings, shopping centers, housing developments and custom home

properties can be seen all around the Lincoln area, while in concert with its strategic growth

plan, the City intends to maintain the small town charm and character of its historic

downtown.

The population of the quiet little city of Lincoln as of January 1,1993 was only 7,875. But,

by January 1, 2016 Lincoln’s population reached 47,339 reflecting the City’s march forward

on its “smart growth” plan.

In June 2004, Lincoln gained additional notoriety when it opened the first casino in the

greater Sacramento Metropolitan Area, Thunder Valley Casino Resort, and over the past ten

years the city’s commercial growth as reach out from the historic city center around the

intersection Highway 65 and Highway 193 to strip and satellite shopping centers around

Ferrari Ranch Road and Joiner Parkway, or around Lincoln Blvd. and East Joiner Parkway.

With expansive tracts of vacant land, coupled with the gradual expansion of public

infrastructure, continued residential and commercial growth is certain in Lincoln’s future.
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SUBJECT NEIGHBORHOOD

The subject neighborhood begins at the Highway 65 and Twelve Bridges Drive. Going about

one mile west of the interchange on Twelve Bridges Drive will take you to the front door of

the Thunder Valley Resort and Casino, while going east about half a mile on Twelve Bridges

Drive will take you to the Lincoln Public Library, two small freestanding office buildings

still in the finishing stages, a Sutter Health Medical Foundation office, and the Lincoln

Villages Retail and Office Center with numerous local retail shops, several restaurants, and

a large Standard Oil Service Station and Car Wash.

Turning north on East Joiner Parkway just past the shopping center at the intersection of Del

Webb Blvd. and East Joiner Parkway is the entrance to Del Webb’s Sun City Lincoln Hills

development that contains 5,350+/- housing units for seniors over the age of 55, the Lincoln

Hills Golf Course, and the nearby Catta Verda Golf Course (both are private courses).

Traveling in a easterly direction just past the Twelve Bridges and East Joiner Parkway

intersection is the Twelve Bridges housing development with about 4,775 housing units, and

the Black Oaks housing development with about 4,000+/- housing units. Going north on East

Joiner Parkway and turning west on Bella Breeze Drive will lead you to the 75,000 SF Kaiser

Permanente Lincoln Medical Offices.

Local demographics have a population of 50,314 people within a three mile radius with an

average annual household income of $114,842. The 2014-15 average daily two way traffic

count on Twelve Bridges Drive is 31,300 vehicles per day, and on East Joiner Parkway it is

15,800 vehicles per day.

In summary, the subject neighborhood residentially oriented with allied retail and

commercial services, it is still in the development stage with thousand of acres of vacant land

in the immediate vicinity, and building should continue into the foreseeable future. 
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AREA MAP
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SITE DESCRIPTION

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION:

Total site area (per the Assessor’s Office): 7.10 Acres.

Topography: Level, above grade.

OFF SITE IMPROVEMENTS:

 Red Rock Road is nothing more than a mapped city street awaiting fine grading, paving, and

the installation of all the necessary utilities, curbs, gutters, and sidewalks as appropriate. It

is directly accessed off of East Joiner Parkway, a wide two to four lane public street that is

a “bi-directional” street whereby traffic flows  in two directions. The street is maintained by

the City. The area is serviced by all the usual public utilities including sewer and storm

drainage, potable water, natural gas and electric service, telephone, and cable television. 

Most streets are improved with concrete curbs,  gutters, and sidewalks, and street lighting is

pole mounted. No curbside parking is allowed on any of the major surface arteries.

ZONING:

According to the City Planning Department the parcel is zoned General Commercial (C-G),

with a Conditional Use Permit (Resolution 2013-038 & 039) allowing the proposed subject

development. 

TITLE AND EASEMENTS:

A Preliminary Title report was provided by the client and as stated earlier there was nothing

of an unusual nature disclosed in the report other than the typical PUE’s.
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FEMA FLOOD HAZARD & ALQUIST-PRIOLO SPECIAL STUDIES DATA:

According to the FEMA on-line maps the subject parcel is located in an “X” FEMA Flood

Zone (panel 06061C0403F, dated 06/08/98). 

According to a county official the subject parcel is not located in an Alquist-Priolo Special

Studies zone.

TAX & ASSESSMENT INFORMATION:

Since the 1978 approval of State Proposition 13, real estate taxes in California are limited

to 1% of the full cash value of real estate. County Assessors can increase the full cash value

assessment by 2% over the preceding year's assessment for those properties which did not

sell or which did not have any added capital improvements. 

Additional increases are allowable in the assessment rate in the event a local bond issue is

passed. Subsequent sales are to reflect, for taxes, 1% of the sales price, or 1% of the

Assessors implied value at the time of the sale.

The definition of market value as used in this report assumes a sale; since a sale or most

other transfers of ownership of the subject property will likely change the assessed value and

consequently the real estate taxes. The area tax rate for 2012/2013 is 1.1196%

The Assessor's value for the 2016/17 tax year is $1,269,062, and the property tax is

$63,079.98 which includes special levys or other assessments. 
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DESCRIPTION OF THE IMPROVEMENTS

Proposed to be constructed on the subject’s underlying 7.1 acres of effectively level land is

a two building senior care facility consisting of a 114 unit , 3 story assisted living (RCFE)

building and a 60 unit, 1 story memory care building. The assisted living (AL) portion will

contain 113,895 square feet of gross building area, and the memory care (MC) portion will

contain 48,883 square feet of gross building area, for a combined total of 162,779 square feet

of gross building area.

In the AL building the ground floor total gross area is 52,404 square feet, the second floor

total gross area is 44,817 square feet, and the top or third floor contains 16,674 square feet

of gross area. There is 27,959 square feet of gross living area of residential units at grade or

the first floor spread between 52 living units, 29,015 square feet of gross living area of

residential units on the second floor spread between 54 living units, and 7,316 square feet

of gross living area of residential units on the top or third floor spread between 8 living units.

The MC building is only one story, and it contains 48,883 square feet of gross building area

of which 23,305 square feet is devoted to residential living area that is spread between 80

living units.

Besides the 114 living units the AL building will also have a 3,765 square foot usable

courtyard, 3 elevators, a residence laundry room, nursing stations, a lobby, an administrative

office, a living room with a bistro, a barber shop, a beauty shop, four other private offices,

several restrooms, a mail room, a marketing office, several housekeeping spaces, and a

kitchen with a prep area, washing area, and food storage areas.

Unit mix in the AL building includes several different models of studio units, one bedroom/I

bath units, and 2 bedroom/2 bath units, all with kitchens. The MC building units vary

between private studios, private 1 bedroom/1 bath apartments, and semi-private 2 bedroom/1

bathroom apartments. None of these MC units have kitchens. 
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The MC building will also contain a 1,525 square foot usable courtyard, 4 living room areas,

2 therapy kitchens, 4 dining rooms, a commercial laundry room, a break room, a lobby, a

conference room, a staff room, several restrooms, 2 activity rooms, and 2 family rooms.

Construction of both buildings begins with a concrete slab foundation, wood framing, and

mixed masonry, stucco, and rustic exterior finishes. Roof coverings are concrete tile, all

glazing is dual pane, and interior finishes include carpeting, vinyl plank, and vinyl sheet,

painted and/or papered drywall, fire alarms and sprinkler system, and exposed and recessed

lighting. 

The site will also contain 82 vehicle parking spaces including 4 accessible spaces,

landscaping, hardscape, and will be licensed by the State of California as a Residential Care

Facility for the Elderly (RCFE).

It is my understanding construction of the project is to begin in earnest during January of

2017, and as of the effective date of this report the entire site has been rough graded and

some utilities appear to have been installed.

For more complete construction please have the developer supply you with Volumes I & II

of the development plans as drawn up by Paul Boundy Architects, 720 NW Davis, Suite 300,

Portland, Oregon, 97209, last revised June 8, 2015, project number 213187.

The building unit mixes appear on the following pages.
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UNIT MIX

ASSISTED LIVING BUILDING

FIRST FLOOR

Unit #            Unit            # of         # of       Average        Unit Count        Total Area            Total Beds

                     Type           Beds       Baths        Area             Per Floor           Per Floor               Per Floor

 UNIT 1      STUDIO,      1           1           361 SF                  6                    2166 SF                  6

 UNIT 2      1 BED           1           1           522 SF                  8                    4176 SF                  8

 UNIT 3     ALCOVE       1           1           478 SF                  8                    3824 SF                  8

 UNIT 4      1 BED           1           1           544 SF                  8                    4352 SF                  8

 UNIT 5      1 BED           1           1           528 SF                12                    6336 SF                12

 UNIT 6      2 BED           2           2           937 SF                  2                    1874 SF                  4

 UNIT 8      1 BED           1           1           625 SF                  6                    3750 SF                  6

 UNIT 11    2 BED           2           2           953 SF                  1                      953 SF                  2

 UNIT 12    1 BED           1           1           528 SF                  1                      528 SF                  1

TOTALS                                                                                 52                 27959 SF                55

SECOND FLOOR

 UNIT 1     STUDIO        1            1           361 SF                 6                   2166 SF                   6

 UNIT 2     1 BED            1            1          522 SF                  8                   4176 SF                   8

 UNIT 3     1 BED            1            1          478 SF                  8                   3824 SF                   8

 UNIT 4     1 BED            1            1          544 SF                  8                   4352 SF                   8

 UNIT 5     1 BED            1            1          528 SF                15                   7920 SF                 15

 UNIT 6     2 BED            2            2          937 SF                 2                    1874 SF                   4

 UNIT 8     1 BED            1            1          625 SF                 6                    3750 SF                   6

 UNIT 11    2 BED           2            2          953 SF                 1                      953 SF                   2

TOTALS                                                                               54                  29015 SF                 57

THIRD FLOOR

 UNIT 7      2 BED            2           2        1030 SF                 4                   4120 SF                    8

 UNIT 9      2 BED            2           2          910 SF                 2                   1820 SF                    4

 UNIT 10    1 BED            1           1          688 SF                 2                   1376 SF                    2

TOTAL                                                                                   8                   7316 SF                  14       
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UNIT MIX

MEMORY CARE BUILDING

ALL ON THE FIRST FLOOR

Unit #            Unit            # of         # of       Average        Unit Count        Total Area            Total Beds

                     Type           Beds       Baths        Area             Per Floor           Per Floor               Per Floor

UNI            S-PRIV.          2              0            498 SF              8                     3486 SF                     16

UNIT 2      S-PRIV.           2              1            532 SF              8                     4788 SF                    16

UNIT 3    PRIV. 1 BED     1              1           274 SF             10                     2740 SF                    10

UNIT 4    PRIV. 1 BED     1              1           274 SF             10                     2740 SF                    10

UNIT 5    PRIV. 1 BED     1              1           352 SF              4                       1408 SF                     4

UNIT 6    PRIV. 1 BED     1              1           382 SF              8                       3056 SF                     8

UNIT 7   PRIV.  1 BED     1              1           374 SF              4                       1498 SF                     4

UNIT 8   PRIV.  1 BED     1              1           330 SF              4                       1320 SF                     4

UNIT 9   S-PRIV.              2               1           568 SF              4                       2270 SF                     8

TOTAL                                                                                    60                    23305 SF                    80
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PLAT MAP
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SITE PLAN
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AL BUILDING FIRST FLOOR PLAN
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AL BUILDING SECOND FLOOR PLAN
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AL BUILDING THIRD FLOOR PLAN
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MC BUILDING FLOOR PLAN
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AERIAL PHOTO “AS IS”
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EAST SIDE OF SUBJECT FROM BELLA BREEZE DRIVE

WEST SIDE OF SUBJECT FROM BELLA BREEZE DRIVE
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SUBJECT FROM RED ROCK ROAD 

RED ROCK ROAD (UNFINISHED)
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BELLA DRIVE STREET SCENE LOOKING WEST

EAST JOINER PARKWAY STREET SCENE LOOKING SOUTH  
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HIGHEST AND BEST USE ANALYSIS

Highest and Best use is defined as "that reasonable and probable use that supports the highest

present value, as defined, as of the effective date of the appraisal. Alternatively, that use,

from among reasonably probable and legal alternative uses, found to be physically possible,

appropriately supported, financially feasible, and which results in highest land value."

The author of the above definition further states “it is to be recognized that in cases where

a site has existing improvements on it, the highest and best use may very well be determined

to be different from the existing use. The existing use will continue, however, unless and

until land value (vacant) in its highest and best use exceeds the total value of the property in

its existing use."4

Inherent in the definition are the following four criteria for Highest and Best Use Vacant:

Legally Permissible:  Private restrictions, zoning, building codes, historical district

regulations, and environmental regulations must all be considered in determining the legally

permissible uses of a site. Potential changes in these restrictions must also be addressed. The

legally permissible uses were discussed in detail in the site analysis and zoning sections of

this report.

The subject site is currently zoned C, Commercial. Permitted uses include office,

commercial, or retail development. Seniors housing is a conditional permitted use, and taking

into account the granting of a conditional use permit that was issued by the Lincoln City

Planning Commissioners on December 18, 2013, the proposed development meets the

criteria of this test.

Physically Possible:  The physical characteristics of the subject site were discussed

in detail in the site analysis section. The site is functional in size and shape and is serviced
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by standard municipal utilities. The site has average accessibility and visibility. The site is

suitable for a broad range of uses, including seniors housing.

Financially Feasible:  An analysis of local market conditions provides an indication

of the financial feasibility of a given use. The market analysis presented earlier in this report

assessed the local market and indicated that there is demand for the subject. Further, the

income and expense analysis that follows reveals the subject is forecasted to produce a

positive return yielding a value well in excess of cost. Therefore, development of a seniors

housing facility is a financially feasible use.

Maximally Productive:  The final test of highest and best use of the site as though

vacant is whether the use is maximally productive, yielding the highest land value. Analysis

of physically possible, legally permissible and financially feasible uses indicates that the

maximally productive use of the site as though vacant is for development of a seniors

housing facility. While there are potentially other feasible uses, this use is believed to provide

one of the highest net returns to the site.

As to the Highest and Best Use As Proposed this analysis considers the subject as improved:

Legally Permissible:

The current use is a legal use. Other legal uses of the improvements would be retail or office.

Physically Possible:

The physical characteristics of the subject improvements were discussed in detail in the

improvement analysis section of this report. Overall, the proposed layout and position of the

improvements is considered functional. Since seniors housing facilities are specialized

facilities, there are no other physically possible uses of the structure that would not require

substantial reconstruction or demolition.

Financially Feasible:
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Operation of the subject as a seniors housing facility is a financially feasible use yielding a

positive value well in excess of the subject’s land value.

Maximally Productive:

The maximally productive use of the subject as improved is for proposed use as a seniors

housing facility. The subject is valued based upon this use as a seniors housing facility. The

most likely potential purchaser is a REIT, investor or seniors housing owner-operator.
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SENIOR HOUSING MARKET ANALYSIS

Aging Trends

There is no denying that the demographic trends impacting the seniors housing sector are

positive. As of the 2010 Census, there were 40.3 million elderly Americans (those aged 65

and older), making up nearly 13 percent of the total population. The elderly population is

expected to almost double by the year 2030 to 72 million, to make up 19 percent of the total

population. The 2010 Census also indicated that there were 5.5 million Americans aged 85

and older, almost 2 percent of the total population. This population is expected to almost

double by 2030 and become 2.3% of the total population. In 2050, as many as one in five

Americans could be elderly.

Much of the forecast growth will occur between 2010 and 2030, when the "Baby Boom"

generation enter their elderly years. This is most apparent when comparing growth rates.

Between 2010 and 2030, the overall US population is forecast to grow at an annual pace of

0.9% er year. Remarkably, growth in all three seniors sectors is much stronger: 3.0% per year

for the 65+ population; 2.9% per year for the 75+ population and 2.1% per year for the 85+

population. These strong rates of growth will lead to growing demand for senior housing.

In addition to demographic trends, the following factors are leading to increasing demand for

seniors housing and long-term care:

 Need for assistance with activities of daily living (ADLs). According to census

figures, about 6.5 million older people need assistance with activities of daily living. As the

number of older Americans continues to increase, that number is expected to double by 2020.

More elderly living alone. Women continue to outlive men, and the likelihood that

either men or women will live alone increases with age. Societal factors, such as rising

divorce rates and the growing numbers of people choosing not to marry, also contribute to

this trend.
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Changes in the Role of Women 

Women have traditionally been the primary caregivers of  older people. But the number of

women in the work force grew from 20.5 percent in 1915 to more than 58 percent in 2010.

With this change, fewer women are serving as caregivers, creating the need for the elderly

to seek assistance outside the home.

Market Fundamentals

Seniors housing occupancy levels continued to trend upward  through 2015, despite5

increased construction trends. According to the National Investment Center for the Seniors

Housing and Care Industry (NIC), seniors housing occupancy was 90.1% during the fourth
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quarter of 2015, up 20 basis points from the prior quarter. Independent living properties and

assisted living properties averaged 91.4% and 88.5%, respectively.  For independent living,

fourth quarter occupancy was at its highest level since 2007. With occupancy levels up,

operators raised rental rates, by 2.5% in 2015, demonstrating increased demand in the face

of expanded supply.

With market values for stabilized properties being well above replacement costs, new

development is at an all-time high at 5.8% of existing supply, as reported by NIC. NIC

further reports the number of units under construction as increasing from 22,975 at the end

of 2012 to 48,903 as of 4Q 2015. With an average development time of 12 to 15 months, a

significant portion (80%) of this supply will come on line in 2016.

Supply vs. Demand

One primary attraction to seniors housing is the overwhelming segment of our population

that is approaching the target age range. The Baby Boomer Generation consists of

approximately 76.5 million people and makes up 25% of the United States’ population.
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The leading edge baby boomer is now 69 years old, with 10,000 boomers turning 65 every

day for the rest of this decade. However, the average age of a seniors housing resident is in

the low 80's, so the boomers will not directly impact occupancy for another 15 to 16 years.

The analysis reflect in the preceding chart indicates that supply will begin to outpace demand

in 2016 and continue through 2024, with a cautionary period leading up to that point.

Beginning in 2025, the pendulum will begin to shift with the onset oa a significant supply

shortage. 

Approximately 69,000 units nationwide must be added per year in order to meet peak

demand in 2043, compared to the current construction rate of approximately 39,122 units per

year. The key will be maintaining a balance over the next 10 to 15 years.

Specific to Placer County, the year 2000 U.S. Census stated 13.1%, or 31,885 people in the

County were 65 or older. This figure changed radically when the 2010 U.S. Census was

published, with the figures moving up to 53,562 people, or 15.4% of the County 65 years and

older. Of interest, women make up about 51% of the total.

Property Size Assisted Living

Assisted living communities are typically smaller than independent living communities.

Many operators believe that a minimum size of about 60 units is required to operate

profitably, but there are some smaller models that have proven to be successful. Many

communities are substantially larger.

Building Composition Assisted Living

Assisted living communities normally have a lower ratio of rentable area to total area than

independent living facilities. This is partially due to the smaller size of living units; however

assisted living facilities usually have a larger common area, in proportion to the total area of

the building, than independent living facilities.
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Occupancy Assisted Living

According to the communities surveyed, the lower quartile occupancy level for assisted

living in 2015 was 80.1%, with an upper quartile of 99.7%. The median occupancy level for

assisted living was 90.7%.

Resident Turnover Assisted Living

Turnover in assisted living is higher than for independent living properties, probably because

more moves are health necessitated. Turnover data reported in the State of Seniors Housing

2015 is as follows:

Annual Resident Turnover Lower Quartile Median Upper Quartile

IL/AL Properties 26.6% 41.3% 54.6%

IL/AL/ALZ Properties 26.3% 42.7% 57.3%

AL Residences 33.1% 57.8% 85.6%

Al/ALZ Residences 36.5% 54.8% 76.7%

Annual resident turnover is calculated as the number of move-outs for each property during

the year, divided by the average number of units or beds occupied during that same year.

Survey results indicate that median annual resident turnover was highest for assisted living

residences. This in not surprising given the frailty of residents in these environments when

they enter. By adding Alzheimer’s care to assisted living properties seems to have decreased

the overall turnover rate somewhat.

Length of Stay (in months) Lower Quartile Median Upper Quartile

IL/AL Properties 22.0 29.0 45.0

IL/AL/ALZ Properties 20.9 28.1 45.6

Assisted Living Residences 14.0 20.8 36.3

AL/ALZ Residences 15.7 21.9 32.9

Using data for resident turnover from responding properties, it has been possible to calculate
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the average length of stay by property type (as the reciprocal of annual turnover rates; then

converted to number of months; for example, if one-fifth of the units turn over in one year,

that would imply a five-year, meaning 60 months, typical length of stay.) Residents in the

Assisted Living and AL/ALZ residences’ have the shortest record for length of stay with a

median figure of 21 to 22 months.

Payment Types Assisted Living

The vast majority of assisted living units utilize a rental form of payment. 100% of assisted

living surveyed for State of Seniors Housing 2015 was rental. However, some facilities do

utilize entrance fees, which are non-refundable, partially refundable, or fully refundable.

Generally, entrance fees are above $10,000. Many rental communities do charge Community

or Assessment fees, which are generally less than $10,000 and are non-refundable. Assisted

living is still a largely private-pay industry. 

Sale Price Trends Assisted Living

According to the Senior Care Acquisition Report, Twenty-First Edition, 2016, by Irving

Levin Associates, there were 357 publically announced Seniors Housing & Care acquisitions

in 2015, up from 302 in 2014, and up tremendously from 46 in the year 2000. However, the

dollar value of these publically announced sales was down in 2015 to $14.2 Billion Dollars

from the 2014 high of 25.6 Billion Dollars, thus indicating while there were more deals in

2015, they were for smaller properties.

In 2015 only 11% of the sales were for $75,000 or less per unit, 19% were for $75,000 to

$149,000 per unit, 36% were for $150,000 to $224,000 per unit, 25% were for $225,000 to

$299,999 per unit, and 9% were for $300,000 and up per unit. 

On a price paid per square foot of gross building area paid in 2015, 12% sold for less than

$100 per square foot, 10% sold for $100 to $149 per square foot, 24% sold for $150 to $199

per square foot, while a majority, 54%, sold for $200 per square foot and up.
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Conclusion

As a whole, the seniors housing market was impacted to some degree by the previous

recession. Occupancy levels decreased as a whole after 2007 but have since recovered.

Senior housing operators are optimistic projecting to see occupancy and rental rate growth

in 2016. The assisted living market weathered the Great Recession relatively well, and has

seen consistent improvement since the end of the recession. Assisted living is considered

“needs based”, and many consumers found the ability to pay for assisted living even in hard

times. Looking forward, with the economy and housing market recovering, demand for

assisted living will increase across the nation. New construction is increasing, especially in

markets with lower barriers to entry.

On a national level most of the reports indicate there is some risk of near term overbuilding,

which will likely impact older assets in need of updating. But, on a local level this problem

does not exists due to three major factors; continual population inflow to Placer County and

especially the Roseville/Rocklin/Lincoln/Loomis areas, aging of the population, and only

moderate new construction even in the planning stage. And, over the longer term, strong

increases in demand will occur, leading to continued demand for assisted living assets.

It is our opinion, based on the rent up time exhibited by the areas two newest projects (see

descriptive citations in the Sales Comparison Approach), under one year by Oakmont in

Roseville, and under eighteen months by The Pines in Rocklin, that at most the subject

should be absorbed to a stabilized level of operation no more than 2 years from the

anticipated date of completion. 
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SUPPLY AND DEMAND

We disregarded small board and care facilities in and around the market area, although we

know such facilities to be present. Board and care facilities generally have less than 25 living

beds, are operated by “mom and pop” type operators, and offer accommodations and

services of lesser quality. For consistency, such facilities are also excluded from the

penetration rates utilized in the demand analysis.

The following is a list of the larger assisted living (AL) and memory care (MC) facilities

serving the subject’s market area:

Property Name Type # of Beds Miles from Subject

Eskaton Village

1650 Eskation Loop, Roseville

Al/MC 96 7.3

Sunrise Sr. Living

6100 Sierra College, Rocklin

AL/MC 64 11.3

Villa Del Ray

1660 3  St. Lincolnrd

AL/MC 50 3.7

Sierra Pointe

5161 Foothills Blvd., Roseville

AL 120 8.7

Altira

3201 Sante Fe Way, Rocklin

AL/MC 88 4.3

Oakmont of Roseville

1101 Secret Ravine, Roseville

AL/MC 80 9.6

Brookdale Sterling Ct.

100 Sterling Ct., Roseille

AL/MC 97 11.2

Terraces of Roseville

707 Sunrise Ave., Roseville

AL/MC 158 11.0

Meadow Oaks

930 Oakridge Dr., Roseville

AL/MC 108 11.4

Occupancy data was informally obtained from sources deemed informed from Sunrise Sr.
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Living, Villa Del Ray, Oakmont of Roseville, Meadow Oaks, Altira, and Eskaton Lodge of

Granite Bay. With the exception of Meadow Oaks, which reported a slightly less than 90%

figure (due primarily to when it operated as Alta Manor and had some very poor reviews in

some of the reporting and trade services), the remainder were all in the 95% to 98% levels.

Assisted Living Under Construction or Proposed

Other than the subject, our research revealed the following competitive projects under

construction or proposed:

Whitney Ranch Assisted Living Columbia Pacific Advisors is planning a assisted living

facility at the corner of Wildcat Blvd. and West Ranch View Drive in nearby Rocklin. The

facility will have approximately 111 residents including a memory care wing. The facility

is likely to be completed in the near term and has been included in our forecast of supply in

12 months.

Northstar Lincoln with 128 AL units and Northstar Lincoln Hills Memory Care consisting

of 116 dementia care beds, is projected to come on line within the next 24 months.

Adding these 355 potential AL and MC beds to the existing stock of larger competitive

product just mentioned, there are a total of 1,216 existing or proposed units for the Roseville,

Lincoln, Rocklin, and Loomis areas of Placer County. And, with a current population of

53,562 people 65 years and older, and with more than 60% of them living in the subject’s

competitive area, and assuming that more than 10% of them are at or over the age of 80, we

do not foresee any shortfall in occupancy for at least the next decade.
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APPROACHES TO VALUE

COST APPROACH

The cost approach, which was initially known as the summation method, was first articulated

in the 1920's and 1930's. It is premised on principals of classical economic thinking such as

the agents of production--land, capital, labor, and coordination--and profit. At a time when

appraisal theory was beginning to form, its simplicity was undeniable and appealing. It is

based on the proposition that the informed purchaser will pay no more than the cost of

producing a substitute property with the same utility as the subject property. It is particularly

applicable when the property being appraised involves relatively new improvements which

represent the highest and best use of the land, or when relatively unique or specialized

improvements are located on the site, and for which there consists no comparable properties

on the market within the area.

In this approach the first step is to estimate a value for the site. The Sales Comparison

Approach, with the analysis of recent comparable land sales, is the most effective method

of estimating the site value. The next step is to estimate the current cost to construct the

buildings and land improvements less depreciation, if any. Then by adding the estimated land

value to the estimated improvement cost, less depreciation, the indicated value of the

property by the cost approach will be calculated.

SALES COMPARISON OR MARKET DATA APPROACH

Traditionally, an appraisal procedure in which the market value estimate is predicted upon

prices paid in actual market transactions and current listings, the former fixing the lower

limit of value in a static or advancing market, price wise, and fixing the higher limit of value

in a declining market; and, the latter fixing the higher limit in any market.

It is a process of analyzing sales of similar, recently sold properties in order to derive an

indication of probable sales price of the property being appraised. The reliability of this
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technique is dependent upon; a) the availability of comparable sales data; b) the verification

of sales data; c) the degree of comparability or extent of adjustments necessary for

differences and the absence of nontypical conditions affecting the sales price.

INCOME APPROACH

That procedure in appraisal analysis which converts the anticipated benefits, dollar income,

or amenities, to be derived from the ownership of property into a value estimate. The income

approach is widely applied in appraising income producing properties. Anticipated future

income and/or reversions are discounted to present worth figures through the capitalization

process, either directly or indirectly.

The direct capitalization method converts an estimate of a single year's income expectancy

or an annual average of several years' income expectancies into an indication of value in one

step, either by dividing the income estimate by an appropriate rate or by multiplying the

income estimate by an appropriate factor. 

Discounted cash flow (DCF) analysis is a procedure in which an appraiser specifies the

quantity, variability, timing, and duration of periodic income, as well as the quantity and

timing of reversions, and discounts each to its present worth at a specified yield rate.

One issue that has attracted increasing attention is whether the direct capitalization method

is too simplistic and subjective for valuing income properties in current markets. Many

critics of the direct method advocate greater use of discounted cash flow (DCF) analysis,

claiming the DCF analysis is more sophisticated than the direct method and is gaining wider

use among investors. 

It is true that investors may compute internal rates of return, net present values, and so on,

but eventually one realizes that with the right set of assumptions about future rent levels,

vacancies, expenses, and reversion, almost any value can be rationalized. 

In sum, it is recognized that small investor behavior is somewhat different from large
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investors in the use of probability measures, and if the appraiser is supposed to simulate the

behavior of a typical investor, DCF analysis might be more appropriate when valuing large

income properties, which are more likely to be purchased by larger, more sophisticated

investors. Similarly, the direct capitalization model might be more appropriate for smaller

properties usually purchased by smaller investors.
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COST APPROACH

The cost approach, which was initially known as the summation method, was first articulated

in the 1920's and 1930's. It is premised on principals of classical economic thinking such as

the agents of production--land, capital, labor, and coordination--and profit. At a time when

appraisal theory was beginning to form, its simplicity was undeniable and appealing.

The Cost Approach consists of several steps that lead to reaching an estimate of value. These

steps include:

• Estimate the value of the land as though vacant and ready for development. The

Sales Comparison Approach, with the analysis of recent comparable land sales,

is the most effective method of estimating the site value.

• Estimate the reproduction or replacement cost new of the improvements. This

includes direct and indirect costs, site costs, and entrepreneurial profit.

• Estimate the amount of accrued depreciation in the improvements. This falls into

three potential categories; physical deterioration, functional obsolescence, and

external or economic obsolescence.

• The next step is to deduct the estimated depreciation from the cost new to

determine the improvement’s depreciated reproduction or replacement cost new.

• Lastly,  add the depreciated cost to the site value to arrive at the estimate of value

by the Cost Approach. 

In the Cost Approach the site valuation is a separate step. The direct comparison method is

the most reliable indicator of value when sufficient sales are available. Unfortunately, there

have not been a plethora of sales over the past several years. This is due to the fact the area,

as well as many of its neighboring districts, are one hundred percent built out. 
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If sufficient sales have been identified, a common denominator is chosen to make

comparisons. Dealing with multiple family residential sites this most commonly centers

around price per unit (if development plans are fully disclosed), and price per square foot of

the gross land area. For the subject property the price per square foot reflects the market and

will be the basis of estimating the subject land value as if vacant and ready for development

to its highest and best use. Once the basis of comparison is established, adjustments can be

made for dissimilar physical characteristics.

LAND SALES COMPARISON SUMMARY

From late 2014 to the effective date of this report six competitive land sales and one listing

were found to be of interest, were verified, and examined. Beginning with the current listing

and leading back to the earliest sale, the following are analized:

No. Location

Sale 

Date

Sale 

Price

Size SF

Zoning Price SF Site Status

1

3210 

Boyington Listing $1,700,000

1.8 Acres

C-1 $21.68

Finished

No Entitl.

2

Broadstone

Parkway 04/28/16 $7,200,000

11.48 Acres

RM-SP $14.40 Raw

3

4120

Ocean Ln. 12/08/15 $6,375,000

4.10 Acres

RD-7 $35.70

Paper

Lots

4

Old Ranch

House Rd 08/27/15 $5,865,000

3.90 Acres

PD $34.52

Paper

Lots

5

Brando

Loop 08/03/14 $4,845,100

3.27 Acres

RD-10 $34.00

Finished

Lots

Subj.

850/950 

Red Rock

7.1 Acres

C Entitled
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DISCUSSION OF THE COMPARABLE SALES

Each sale is more fully described and discussed. When known, its intended use is also taken

into consideration.

1) 3210 Boyington Road, Loomis, APN 043-260-086 & 087, contains 1.8 acres of

commercially zoned land. It listed for sale with a for $1,700,000, or $21.68 per square foot.

It is a fully finished site and the former improvements have been demolished and the site has

been effectively cleared. It appears to be about 100% usable, is a level corner assemblave,

and is irregularly shaped with about 125 lineal feet of street frontage, and has direct exposure

to Interstate 80. All of the usual utilities are either on site or in the abutting street, and the site

only needs Planning Department approval and fine grading prior to development. It

previously sold on 12/31/07 for $1,000,000.

The major difference between this listing and the subject is it lacks any development

entitlements which can take months to secure and between the Town of Loomis fees and

professional consultant fees the cost can range up to several hundred thousand dollars.

Discounting it by 5% for just being a listing, and adjusting up by 25% for entitlement

differences this listing indicates a value of ($21.68 x .95 x 1.25) $25.75 per square foot for

the subject.

2) Broadstone Parkway, Folsom, APN 072-0270-120, contains 11.48 acres of

multiple family zoned land; RM-SP stands for Residential Multiple Specific Plan. It sold and

closed on 04/15/16 for $7,200,000. It is effectively unimproved, about 100% usable, and is

an irregularly shaped level corner lot.  It has full curbs, gutters, and sidewalks along it’s

Broadstone Parkway frontage, but only curbs and gutters along the frontage on Cavitt Drive.

All of the usual utilities are immediately available in the abutting street, and the site needs

complete clearing of all weed and grass growth, rough grading, fine grading, and the

installation of all utilities  prior to development. It previously sold on 12/31/07 for

$1,000,000. 
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Comparing the allowable developments pursuant to the subject’s zoning to that of this Comp,

a multiple unit senior care center could be permitted, so no adjustment is warranted in this

category.  But, there is a major differences between this Comp and the subject as to the cost

of development in that it has no entitlements (30%), and no advanced site work (40%), and

it is adjusted up by 70% for these missing items. The subject’s indicated value by this Comp

is ($14.40 x 1.70) $24.48 per square foot.

3) 4120 Ocean Lane, Elk Grove, APN 132-1870-136+, contains 4.10 acres of

residentially zoned land; RD-7 stands for Residential Development, 7,000 square foot

minimum lot size. It sold and closed on 12/08/15 for $6,375,000, and is an assemblage of 85

paper lots.  All of the usual utilities are immediately available in the abutting street and only

need to be stubbed out on to the individual lots, curbs and gutters are in place, and the

individual lots only need fine grading prior to development. The buyer paid all cash, and it

previously sold on 11/07/08 as part of a larger acquisition for $9,000,000.

Comparing the allowable developments pursuant to the subject’s zoning to that of this Comp,

this Comp will be used for the construction of single family homes that provide for a much

quicker rate of return, and therefore somewhat less risk. It also has a bit more off site and on

site work finished and for these reasons it is adjusted down 20%. The indicated value of the

subject by this Comp is ($35.70 x 0.80) $28.56 per square foot.

4) Old Ranch House Road, Rocklin, APN 017-174-035 & 036 (a portion), contains

3.90 acres of residentially zoned land; PD stands for Planned Development. It sold and

closed on 08/27/15 for $5,865,000, and is an assemblage of 50 paper lots.  All of the usual

utilities are immediately available in the abutting street and only need to be stubbed out on

to the individual lots, some curbs and gutters are in place, and the individual lots only need

fine grading prior to development. The buyer paid all cash.

Comparing the allowable developments pursuant to the subject’s zoning to that of this Comp,

this Comp will be used for the construction of single family homes that provide for a much

quicker rate of return, and therefore somewhat less risk. It is adjusted down 10%. The

indicated value of the subject by this Comp is ($34.52 x 0.90) $31.07 per square foot.
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5) Brandon Loop, Fair Oaks, APN 261-0700-065+, contains 5.41 acres of

residentially zoned land; RD-10 stands for Residential Development, 10,000 square foot

minimum lot size, however a variance was granted to build out lots averaging about 2,500

square feet per site. It sold and closed on 08/03/15 for $4,845,100, and is an assemblage of

57 finished lots, 1 of which must be developed as a small public park.  All of the usual

utilities are stubbed out on to the individual lots, curbs, gutters, some sidewalks, and all

paved streets are in place, and the individual lots only need minor fine grading prior to

development. The buyer paid all cash, and it previously sold at arm’s length on 08/14/08 as

part of a larger acquisition for $7,943,000.

Comparing the allowable developments pursuant to the subject’s zoning to that of this Comp,

this Comp will be used for the construction of single family homes that provide for a much

quicker rate of return, and therefore somewhat less risk. It also has a bit more off site and on

site work finished and for these reasons it is adjusted down 20%. The indicated value of the

subject by this Comp is ($34.00 x 0.80) $27.20 per square foot.

The adjusted Comparables indicate the following value for the subject site:

COMP # INDICATED VALUE

1 $25.75 PSF

2 $24.48 PSF

3 $28.56 PSF

4 $31.07 PSF

5 $27.20 PSF

Between the 5 cited sales, all of which took place during the past 18 months, they range from

a low indication of $24.48 PSF to a high indication $31.07, averaging out to $27.41 while

the median is $28.56. Considering all are reasonable indicators the greater weight is given

to the mean and medians for a concluded value of $28.00 PSF. Applied to the subject parcel

its current “as is” value calculates to ($28.00 x 7.1 acres x 43,560 SF) $8,659,728, rounded

up to $8,660,000.
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IMPROVEMENT COSTS

Because the proposed subject is a mixed use facility tending to the needs of both Assisted

Living Seniors (AL) and memory loss (MC) clients, the cost estimates have been obtained

from two sections of the Marshall Valuation Service Cost Handbook, Section 12 at Page 20,

dealing with Elderly Assisted Living, and Section 15 at Page 26, dealing with Convalescent

Hospitals, and blended together. The figures are deemed to be reasonably accurate. 

A breakdown of the Cost Approach is summarized later in this section of the report. 

DIRECT COSTS

Included in the Marshall Valuation calculations are the cost of plans, surveys, building

permits, normal interest on the construction loan during the time of construction, processing

and loan fees, all material and labor costs including sales tax, normal site preparation

including grading and excavation, utilities to the lot line, security, and contractor’s overhead

and profit including job supervision, workman’s compensation, fire and liability insurance.

What is not included is any pre-opening marketing costs, lease-up costs, prepaid management

costs.

INDIRECT COSTS

This category takes into account administrative and professional fees, permanent financing

costs, offsite costs, city fees and permits, “bedroom” taxes, and the marketing costs to create

the first complete occupancy. After consultation with various local professionals, this figure

is generally expressed as a percentage.

This figure has been steadily increasing over the past twenty years. The increase is almost

entirely due to the rise in the numerous fees imposed by the local governing authority.
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FURNITURE, FIXTURES AND EQUIPMENT

This category takes into consideration the all of the furnishings, the office equipment, the

nursing station equipment, the kitchen and serving equipment including the necessary

dishware and utensils. These costs have been supplied by the client and are considered

reasonable.

DEVELOPER’S INCENTIVE

Also known as Entrepreneurial Profit, this is normally included in the estimate of cost since

it reflects the necessary reward to compensate for the risk involved in developing a project

such as the subject. It too is expressed as a percentage, and can vary by project type, project

size, project complexity, market conditions, and locale. A figure of eight to ten percent,

inclusive of the land value, has been quoted for the subject type and area.

ACCRUED DEPRECIATION

This is the loss in value from the cost new due to any cause. It is the difference between the

reproduction or replacement cost new, and its market value as of the date of the appraisal.

The accrued depreciation is estimated by identifying each existing cause of depreciation

separately. These items are then totaled to arrive at a lump sum figure that is deducted from

the reproduction or replacement cost new. The five basic types of depreciation that can affect

structures are:

" Curable physical deterioration

" Incurable physical deterioration

" Curable functional obsolescence

" Incurable functional obsolescence

" External obsolescence (formerly known as Economic

obsolescence)
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PHYSICAL DEPRECIATION

A loss in value due to physical deterioration including deferred maintenance. It can be

curable or incurable. Curable items are those that can be repaired at a cost that is less than,

or equal to, the resulting increase in property value. Incurable items are those that cannot be

practically or economically cured.

FUNCTIONAL OBSOLESCENCE

Functional obsolescence is the loss in value due to a lack of utility or desirability of a

component of a property. This can be a deficiency or superadequacy of all or a part of the

structure. Functional obsolescence can also be curable or incurable, depending on their cost

in relation to their resultant return.

EXTERNAL OBSOLESCENCE

The loss in value due to causes outside of the property and independent of it. Neighborhoods

in decline, noise from a nearby factory or freeway, and rent control (if a multi family

property)  are all external factors that can affect value.

ACCRUED DEPRECIATION FOR THE SUBJECT

Since this is proposed construction there are no forms of depreciation or obsolescence.
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COST SUMMARY

Excellent Class D Elderly Assisted Living Bldg.

($137.63 x 113,895 SF) $15,675,369

Excellent Class D Convalescent

($225.27 x 48,883 SF) +11,011,873

Subtotal $26,687,242

Perimeter Adjustment x         1.080

Subtotal $28,822,222

Add for Sprinklers (both bldgs.) +     408,873

Subtotal $29,230,795

Add for Elevator (AL bldg.) +     188,250

Subtotal $29,419,045

Current Multiplier x           1.01

Subtotal $29,773,235

Local Multiplier x           1.24

Subtotal $36,844,412

Indirect Costs at 15% x           1.20

Subtotal $44,213,294

FF&E ($14,775/Unit) $  2,866,350

Subtotal $47,079,644

Contingency x          1.05

Subtotal $49,433,626

Developers P & O $           1.10

Cost New $54,376,989

Plus Off Site Improvement Cost 1,805,027

Plus Estimated Land Value    8,660,000

Indicated Value by the Cost Approach $64,842,016

Rounded to $64,842,000
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SALES COMPARISON APPROACH

In this approach the subject is compared to sales of similar properties that have closed

escrow, or may be currently listed for sale. The basis of comparison is normally some type

of a price per unit, including but not limited to a price per square foot of gross building area,

or a price per net rentable square foot. 

The turnover of modest to large size senior care complexes, and certainly those in and around

Sacramento County, has been reasonable active over the past few years, but still not up to the

turnover seen in the early to mid-2000's. This lack of activity is directly attributed to the

general strength seen in these properties that was brought about by the recessionary economy

and lack of new construction even in the face of an aging population. Some properties were

turned into literal “cash cows” leaving investors with no place else to invest.

What is presented in this section of the report is representative of what has transpired over

the past year and a half in the subject’s general sphere of influence, or the subject’s general

investment category. The Comparables are briefly outlined below. The next few pages are

devoted to a  discussion of each one, as well as the areas of comparison.

Comp # Location Sale Date Price # Units $ / Unit Sq. Ft. $ / SF

1A,B,C Sacramento 09/09/16 $50,357,000 247 $203,875 175,387 $287.12

2 Roseville 08/31/16 $35,795,500 140 $255,679 105,312 $390.29

3 Rocklin 06/31/16 $42,160,000 134 $314,627 93.992 $448.55

4 Roseville 04/02/15 $16,550,000 108 $152,778 51,496 $321.38

5 Roseville 06/05/14 $40,000,000 120 $333,333  74,969 $533.55

Subj. Lincoln 174 162,778

1A) 601 Feature Drive, Sacramento,  is the sale of the Rivers Edge Senior

Apartments II, a 97 unit wood frame, three story, elevator, continuing care retirement

community offering both independent, assisted living, and in conjunction with its “sister
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complex” next door at 641 Feature Drive, memory care, and respite care short term are also

available. It was constructed in 1998, and occupies parcel number 294-0150-020, containing

a total of 7.3566 acres. It offers 492 square foot studios, 484/511/553 square foot 1 beds, and

753/910 square foot 2 bed units, and in addition has a large lobby for entertaining guests, two

card rooms, two game rooms, fitness center, art and craft room, library, beauty

salon/barbershop, media room, and indoor or outdoor patio dining serving breakfast, lunch,

and dinner. 

It is one of three properties sold as a portfolio sale and the total price for all three properties

was  $50,357,000, it closed on document number 201609091387, the buyer secured a new

$41,547,000 first loan from FNMA. It previously sold on 01/09/97 as vacant land for

$600,000.

1B) 641 Feature Drive, Sacramento,  is the sale of The Chateau at Rivers Edge, a 94

unit wood frame, three story, elevator, continuing care retirement community offering

independent, assisted living, memory care, and respite care short term are also available. It

was constructed in 1999, and with its “sister complex,” Rivers Edge Senior Apartments II,

it occupies parcel number 294-0150-020, containing a total of 7.3566 acres. It offers 492

square foot studios, 484/511/553 square foot 1 beds, and 753/910 square foot 2 bed units,

and in addition has a large lobby for entertaining guests, two card rooms, two game rooms,

fitness center, art and craft room, library, beauty salon/barbershop, media room, and indoor

or outdoor patio dining serving breakfast, lunch, and dinner. 

As just stated above, it is one of three properties sold as a portfolio sale and the total price

for all three properties was  $50,357,000, it closed on document number 201609091387, the

buyer secured a new $41,547,000 first loan from FNMA. It previously sold on 01/09/97 as

vacant land for $600,000.

1C) 2701 Capitol Avenue, Sacramento, is the sale of The Chateau on Capitol Avenue,

a 56 unit concrete and steel, six story, elevator, continuing care facility offering independent

living and assisted living. It was constructed in 1966, and it occupies APN 007-0171-016,

containing 0.3035 acres. It offers 400 & 500 square foot studios, and 750 square foot 1 beds,
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and in addition has a large lobby for entertaining guests, a Market Cafe, fitness center, art and

craft room, library and card room, beauty salon/barbershop, lounge, and indoor dining

serving breakfast, lunch, and dinner. Housekeeping is done on a weekly basis, and free

scheduled group transportation is provided. 

As just stated above, it is one of three properties sold as a portfolio sale and the total price

for all three properties was  $50,357,000, it closed on document number 201609091327, the

buyer secured a new $41,547,000 first loan from FNMA. It previously sold on 01/20/05 for

$3,500,000.

 

2) 5161 Foothills Blvd.,  is the sale of Sierra Point, a140 unit wood frame, three story,

elevator, senior community offering  independent and assisted living. It was constructed in

2000, and it occupies parcel number 475-080-004 that contains 5.10 acres. It offers 374 to

670 square foot studios, 500 to 700 square foot 1 beds, and 706 to 914 square foot 2 bed

units, and has card rooms, fitness center, art and craft room, library, beauty salon/barbershop,

media room, and indoor dining serving breakfast, lunch, and dinner.

It sold and closed on 08/31/16 on document 0419259 for $35,795,500, all cash. It previously

sold on 07/20/07 for $15,000,000. 

3) 500 W. Ranch View Drive, Rocklin,  is the sale of The Pines, a Merrill Gardens

Community, a 134 unit wood frame, two story, elevator, senior community offering

independent, assisted, and memory care living. It was constructed in 2014, and it occupies

parcel number 017-173-001 that contains 6.90 acres. It offers  studio and 1 bedroom units,

and has a card room,  fitness center, art and craft room, library, beauty salon/barbershop,

media room, and indoor and outdoor dining serving breakfast, lunch, and dinner. It is also

pet friendly.

It sold and closed on 06/30/16 on document 052331 for $42,160,000, all cash as part of a

portfolio sale. It previously sold on 12/19/13 as a vacant lot for $1,380,000. 

4) 930 Oak Ridge Drive, Roseville, is the sale of the former Alta Manor now going
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under the dba of Meadow Oaks. It is a 108 unit wood frame, one story, senior community

offering  independent, assisted, and memory care living. It was constructed in 2008, and it

occupies parcel number 470-070-057 that contains 3.0 acres. It offers 204 to 264 square foot

studios and 424 square foot 1 bedroom units, and has a fitness center, art and craft room,

library/card room, beauty salon/barbershop, media room, and indoor dining serving

breakfast, lunch, and dinner. 

It sold and closed on 04/02/15 on document 025788 for $16,550,000 after the buyer made

a $2,070,000 cash down payment to a new $14,480,000 new first loan from General Electric

Credit Corp. It previously sold on 10/20/04 with no price quoted.

5) 1301 Secret Ravine Parkway, Roseville, is the sale of Oakmont of Roseville, a 120

unit wood frame, two story, elevator, senior community offering   assisted living and memory

care living. It was constructed in 2014, and it occupies parcel number 456-010-074 that

contains 3.50 acres. It offers 797 square foot 1 bedroom 1 bath units, and 1,193 square foot

2 bedroom 2 bath units, and has an activity room,  fitness center, day spa,  art and craft room,

library, beauty salon/barbershop, media theater room, and indoor and outdoor dining with

a private dining area for small groups serving breakfast, lunch, and dinner. It is also pet

friendly, has concierge services, valet services, and complimentary local transportation.

It sold and closed on 06/05/14 on document 203483 for $40,000,000, all cash as part of a

portfolio sale. It previously sold on 06/05/14 as a vacant lot.  Summarizing the Comps:

Comp # Age # Units $/Unit SF $/SF

1 17 - 50 yrs. 247 $141,450 167,273 $301.15

2 16 yrs. 140 $255,679 105,312 $390.29

3 2 yrs. 134 $314,627 93,992 $448.55

4 7 yrs. 108 $152,778 51,496 $321.38

5 2 yrs. 120 $333.333 74,969 $533.55

Subj New 174 162,778
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The data is not extensive enough to accurately derive adjustments for minor physical

differences using paired sales or other quantitative adjustment techniques. Furthermore,

physical differences between the comparables and the subject are abundant because the

comparables vary significantly in location, size, year built, facility composition, etc. These

are reasons for the significant variation in sales prices.

The assemblage identified as Comp 1 ranges in age from 17 to 50 years, and while the

facility has reported been well kept, all three are aging and certainly not up to current

standards. Comp 2 falls into the same classification, older but well kept, but still not

completely modern. And, all four have had considerable turn-over that has left its marks.

Comp 4 is fairly new, but according to many, many reviews, it had a spotted past as far as

caring for its occupants, which to a degree may have stigmatized the sale, and certainly

brought about the sudden name change. 

Taking everything into consideration, including discussions with several brokers, and after

reading the reviews and remarks of people that have stayed, or are related or friendly with,

clients of the various facilities, it is our opinion the single most important criteria when

selecting the best to top choice Comp or Comps is age of the facility. Without a doubt the

vast preponderance of the discussions and reviews point to the newer the facility, the better

the facility, and seen in this light the two top choices are Comps 3 and 5.

On a per unit basis the subject’s value by Comp 3 is ($314,627 x 174) $54,745,098.

On a per unit basis the subject’s value by Comp 5 is ($333,333 x 174) $57,999,942.

However, without knowing the exact amount of square footage within the Comp facilities

is specifically devoted to gross living area, we can calculate the amount of gross building

area devoted to each unit contained within the overall complex. Examining the statistics

provided to us by Comp 3, it has 93,992 of GBA which when divided by its number of units

will tell us the amount of GBA devoted to each unit; (93,992  / 134) comes to 701 per

dwelling unit.
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Doing the same calculation for Comp 5, we find that (74,969 / 120) each dwelling unit has

625 square feet of GBA devoted to it. Now do the same calculation for the subject and we

find it devotes (162,778 / 174) 936 square feet of GBA to each of its units. Converting the

differences into adjustment factors we find:

The indicated value by Comp 3 adjusted for size difference comes to  ($314,627 x [936 SF

/ 701 SF] x 174 Units) $73,097,592.

The indicated value by Comp 5 adjusted for size difference comes to  ($333,333 x [936 SF

/ 625 SF] x 174 Units) $86,860,713.

On a per SF basis the subject’s value by Comp 3 is ($448.55 x 162,778) $73,014,072.

On a per SF basis the subject’s value by Comp 5 is ($533.55 x 162,778) $86,850,201.

Bearing in mind we are forecasting a future value but using today’s Comps, we looked back

into the sale of senior care sales in the six counties that are directly part of the Sacramento

Metropolitan Statistical Area, as well as three that are loosely associated with that area, and

found over the past ten years after looking at 152 closed sales, that with only one exception

plus the recessionary years, the median price per square foot has not materially varied a great

deal:

Year Median $/SF

2006 $187.82

2007 $212.93

2008 $177.78

2009 $107.94

2010 $  96.04

2011 $102.39

2012 $  96.65

2013 $  91.30

2014 $174.81

2015 $226.58

2016 $179.94
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If we take out the recessionary years that were heavily reflected in the commercial market

from late 2008 to late 2013, then with only one exception (and there is always one outlier in

every statistical example), the flow looks like this:

Year Median $/SF

2006 $187.82

2007 $212.93

2008 $177.78

2014 $174.81

2015 $226.58

2016 $179.94

In short, we do not see any great changes in the near future in this industry until such time

as the “baby boomers” begin to integrate into the market. Therefore, the below stated value

is felt to represent both today’s value and the one as of the stabilized date.

Looking to the two top choice selections slightly greater weight must be given to Comp 5 due

to its centralized location with the city, and concluding a value of $85,000,000 by this

Approach as of the stabilized date of March 31, 2020 is felt to be both reasonable and

supported. 
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COMPARABLE 

COMPARABLE 1
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COMPARABLE 3

COMPARABLE 4
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COMPARABLE 5
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INCOME APPROACH

In this approach to value for an income producing property it is normal to estimate the

economic rent that the property is capable of obtaining. This is done by checking the rents

of similar type properties. When an economic rent has been determined it is necessary to

deduct for possible rent loss from vacancy, and all expenses necessary for the operation of

the property. When all of this is done the resulting net income is then divided by an

appropriate capitalization rate, which will then indicate the value of the property by this

approach.

The client has prepared a proforma for the project beginning with the initial cash

expenditures in December of 2017 and continuing through the 84  month of the projectth

ending March 31, 2015, however of interest to us are the figures stemming from the end of

April 2018, when the first occupancy begins, to the end of March 2021, when the project

completes it’s first year of stabilized occupancy with 108 AL residence and 76 MC residence.

At the end of the first year of stabilized occupancy the proforma forecasts a monthly gross

rental income of $550,713, or ($550,713 / 108) $5,100 per month from AL rents, and

$452,754, or ($452,754 / 76) $5,957 per month from the MC rents.   

In order to estimate the economic rent the subject would be capable of producing, and to

double check the validity of the client’s projections, we undertook a rental survey of the

competitive product in and around the subject’s general marketplace as of the current data,

and then studied the trend over the past 2 years. The following are brief citations of local

assisted living and memory care rents including brief comparisons to the subject.

1) Oakmont of Roseville at 1101 Secret Ravine Parkway, Roseville, is a 120 unit, two

year old, senior care facility dealing with AL and MC clients. It is described in somewhat

more detail in the Comparable Sale section of this report. Monthly rent for a base level A/L

private studio unit with about 400 SF is $4,595 per month, for a base level A/L 1 bed/1 bath

unit with about 797 SF the monthly rent is $5,995 per month, and for a base level A/L 2 bed
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1 bath private unit the monthly rent is $7,695 per month.

For their MC clients the base level monthly rent for a private studio is $4,695 per month, and

for a semi-private studio it is $2,995 per month. All units have a one time entry fee ranging

from $2,500 to $7,500.

2) The Pines, a Merrill Gardens Community at 500 W. Ranch View Drive, Rocklin,

is a 134 unit, two year old, senior care facility dealing with AL & MC clients. It is described

in somewhat more detail in the Comparable Sale section of this report. Monthly rent for a

base level A/L private studio unit is $3,800 per month, for a base level A/L 1 bed/1 bath unit

the monthly rent is $4,400 per month.

For their MC clients the base level monthly rent for a private studio is $5,500 per month. All

units have a one time entry fee ranging from $2,500 to $7,500.

3) Eskaton Lodge Granite Bay at 8550 Barton Road, Granite Bay, is a 96 unit,

fourteen year old, senior care facility dealing with AL clients. It provides weekly

housekeeping in the base rent, and has a restaurant/dining room, exercise facilities, activity

rooms, a library, card room, Café, lounge, and free scheduled transportation. Monthly rent

for a base level A/L private studio unit with about 390 SF is $4,125 per month, for a base

level A/L 1 bed/1 bath unit with about 625 SF the monthly rent is $5,571 per month, and for

a base level 773 SF A/L 2 bed 2 bath private unit the monthly rent is $5,880 per month.

All units have a one time entry fee of about $2,500.

4) Villa Del Rey at 1660 Third Street, Lincoln, is a 57 unit, sixteen year old, senior

care facility dealing with AL and MC clients. It provides weekly housekeeping in the base

rent, and has a restaurant/dining room, exercise facilities, activity rooms, a library, card

room, Café, lounge, and free scheduled transportation. Monthly rent for a base level A/L

private studio unit is $3,150 per month and $2,450 per month for a semi-private occupancy,

for a base level MC private studio the monthly rent is $5,875 per month, and for a base level

semi-private occupancy the monthly rent is $4,475 per month. All units have a one time entry
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fee of $2,000.

5) Meadow Oaks at 930 Oak Ridge Drive, Roseville,  is a 108 unit, eight year old,

senior care facility dealing with AL and MC clients. It is described in somewhat more detail

in the Comparable Sale section of this report. Monthly rent for a base level A/L private

studio unit with about 264 SF is $3,200 per month, for a base level A/L 1 bed/1 bath unit

with about 424 SF the monthly rent is $3,900 per month.

For their MC clients the base level monthly rent for a private studio is $3,500 per month, and

for a semi-private studio it is $2,750 per month. All units have a one time entry fee ranging

from $1,000. Summarizing the current local AL rental market:

Studios 1 Bedroom 2 Bedroom

$3,150-$4,595 $3,900-$5,959 $5,880-$7,695

Summarizing the current local MC rental market:

Private Studio Private 1 Bed 2 Bedroom

$4,695-$5,875 $2,995-$6,525 None

The lower end of both rental ranges comes from the complexes in the 10-30 year old range,

while the upper end of both rental ranges comes from the 2 to 7 year old facilities.

Next we looked back a couple of years to mid-2014 and following summaries to be reflective

of that time period in the AL market:

Studios 1 Bedroom 2 Bedroom

$2,975-$4,395 $5,627-$5,695 $5,931-$7,295

And, for the MC market of two years ago we found the following ranges:

Private Studio Private 1 Bed 2 Bedroom

$3,100-$5,875 $2,795-$6,235 None
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The market exhibits a definite uptrend in rents, but a modest one equating to 5% over 2

years, or about 2.5% per year, of something just about a little under the local rate of

inflation.6

While inflation may bump up a little over the next two years due to Federal Reserve interest

rate movements, we would not anticipate seeing anything more than a slight increase up to

about 3% per annum, and looking back to our discussions about the selection of top choice

Comparables in the Sales Comparison Approach, we have to stay with the same line of

thought in the selection of the most appropriate rental Comps.

Looking to the rents being charged by Oakmont, The Pines, and Eskaton Lodge of Granite

Bay, we would anticipate the subject’s proposed average monthly rents and cumulative

monthly income from that specific unit type  as of the date of completion (current level plus

5% for inflation over two years) would be:

AL Private Studio (12): $3,158 Each $ 37,896 Cumulative

AL 1 Bedroom, Small (16): $4,568 Each $ 72,088 Cumulative

AL 1 Bedroom, Medium (60): $4,950 Each $297,000 Cumulative

AL 1 Bedroom, Large (14): $6,245 Each $ 87,430 Cumulative

AL 2 Bedroom, Medium (8): $8,170 Each $ 65,360 Cumulative

AL 2 Bedroom, Large (4): $8,875 Each $ 35,500 Cumulative

AL Annual Total Rent $595,274 Cumulative

MC SP Studio (40 Beds): $5,470 Each $218,800 Cumulative

MC Private Studio (40 Beds); $6,050 Each $242,000 Cumulative

MC Annual Total Rent $460,800 Cumulative

Base forecasted rent from both the AL and MC units totals $1,056,074 as of the stabilized

date outlined in this report. Then to that we must consider additional income from one time

entrance fees such as are being charged as follows; Meadow Oaks $2,500, Emeritus of
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Emerald Hills $1,750, Eskaton Lodge $2,500, Oakmont of Roseville $2,000 - $7,000,

Sunrise Sr. Living $2,500, and Villa Del Ray $1,500, which over the past three years have

been averaging $2,500 per occupant, and as earlier mention applying a 20% turnover rate,

this would produce an additional (194 occupants x 20% x $2,500 / 12 months) $8,083.

Then there are the Care Levels typically found in all of the completion. There is no added

charge for the base level. These services include 3 meals and a snack per day, housekeeping,

linen changes and laundry weekly, all utilities except telephone, scheduled activities, and

scheduled transportation. In addition, most senior care centers designate additional levels of

care typically priced out at an additional $250 to $350 per level. There are typically three to

four such level at most facilities.

It is anticipated that on top of the base rate additional income will be derived from additional

care for at least all 80 of the MC clients, and about 20% of the AL clients. This includes

some medical care, special dietary requirements, additional housekeeping, and assistance

with personal care. After talking to several operators of senior care centers it is anticipated

this additional income will amount to about $190,000 per month.

Added up, all sources of rent and secondary income total ($595,274 + $460,800 + $8,083 +

$190,000) $1,254,157 per month as of the end of the stabilized year; March 31, 2020.

OCCUPANCY LEVELS 

Based on studies of the local market, comments made by  on-site managers, and

conversations with several of the agencies connected with the supervision of senior care

living, for new facilities like the subject it is not unusual to have both 100% occupancy and

a modest waiting list for the first five years if the operation of the facility is good. 

Considering the subject is almost next door to the main entrance to one of the largest and

most popular senior’s only housing tracts, Sun City of Lincoln Hills, which in and of itself

will be a big drawing card for the subject’s entry into the area, the selection of a 2% vacancy

and collection allowance is considered to be more than reasonable, and as stated earlier it
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absorption to a stabilized level should, conservatively, be complete by March 31, 2020.

LINE ITEM EXPENSES

 

The client has supplied an expense proforma based on their prior experience with senior care

living, which was also supplemented by input from their selected management team. The

following is the clients estimate, the national average per NIC, and competitive averages all

based on a 174 unit size and having both AL and MC care, on a monthly basis exclusive of

real property taxes (as later explained):

Subject NIC Avg.

Salary/Wages $  308,858 $  341,620

Payroll Taxes $    33,974 $    68,363

Other Payroll Cost $   67,485 $   41,012

Food Cost $   41,665 $   65,012

Utilities $   34,641 $   54,082

Supplies $   34,583 $   26,190

Maintenance $   11,547 $   36,965

Insurance $     8,853 $     7,115

General Cost $   37,947 $   51,143

Marketing $   18,475 $   31,784

Management $   60,196 $   68,904

Monthly Total $ 658,224 $792,190

 

The major difference between the subject’s proforma and the data from NIC centers around

payroll taxes that can vary widely from state to state, food cost (California would be the least

expensive due to our weather and nearly self sustaining product production), utilities, and

again with California’s moderate weather we would be nearly the lowest, and maintenance

where the NIC average is based on older complexes versus the subject being new. 

Looking at a composite of two competitive centers their monthly average calculated to
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$454,079, so between direct competition and the NIC national average, the subject’s

proforma fits nearly in the middle.  

Since the definition of market value assumes a sale and California taxes normal change upon

sale or transfer, in lieu of using existing taxes we will simply add the base tax rate of

1.038666% to the cap rate extracted from the market. Levy’s do not necessarily change upon

sale or transfer and will be included as a line item expense. 

DIRECT CAPITALIZATION RATE SELECTION

Selection of an appropriate Direct Capitalization Rate is based on a combination of market

conditions, closed sales, and current offerings. None of the selected Comps in the Sales

Comparison Approach reported any financial data other than current rents, so looking to

other sales from 01/01/2015, and listing not directly utilized in that Approach, but which are

appropriate for this Approach; 210 W. 6  Street in Beaumont CA with 80 units is listed withth

a 7.11% cap rate, 2789 Rafferty Road in Hemet CA with 102 units is listed with a 5.63% cap

rate, 947 3  Street, Santa Monica CA with 33 units sold with a 4.30% cap rate, 5217rd

Chesebro Road in Agoura Hills CA with 156 units sold with a 6.00%  cap rate, 7945

Topanga Canyon Road in Canoga Park CA with 90 units sold with a 6.75% cap rate, 1455

Superior Avenue in Newport Beach CA with 120 units sold with a 5.50% cap rate, and 707

Sunrise Avenue in Roseville CA with 198 units sold with a 6.80% cap rate.

Given these observations, the fact that the subject will be brand new, that its projected  rents

are from the upper end of the market’s range and considered appropriate for the location and

amenities it will have, the application of a 6.5% rate is felt to be reasonable.
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RENTAL 1

RENTAL 2
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RENTAL 3

RENTAL 4
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RENTAL 5
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MORTGAGE EQUITY RATE

As a backup to the selection of a 6.5% base rate taken directly from the market, we also

calculated one based on the mortgage-equity capitalization method, to arrive at a rate overall

(Ro). This method takes into account a weighted average of the mortgage interest rate and

equity yield rate, but also compensates for equity buildup.

Developing the first part of the Ro is relatively simple, in that the lending market has

provided the data needed to plug into the equation. Typical market conditions call for a loan

to value ratio of 60% to 70%, commercial interest rates at about 6%, and loan amortization

over a thirty year period, but all due in 7 to 10 years. Based on this information the annual

constant to be used in the calculation is .0719.

The portion of the equation dealing with the equity return is a bit more difficult, because it

should stem from data emanating from the market. The basis consensus from my interviews,

and the limited empirical data, indicates a pretax or cash on cash yield of 8.5% as being

reasonable when the property is conventionally financed, and while the Mortgage Equity

method is of interest, the greatest consideration was given to the rate emanating from the

market. 

 PORTION   RATE

WEIGHTED

  RATE

MORTGAGE LOAN

PRINCIPAL & %   .7000

 

 x .0719 =  .05033

EQUITY   .3000  x .0500 =  .01500

WEIGHTED AVERAGE  1.0000  .06533

LESS CREDIT FOR

EQUITY BUILDUP   .7000

 

 x .0081 =  .00567

RATE OVERALL (Ro)  .05966
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ILLUSTRATED INCOME APPROACH

Projected Rent ($1,056,074 x 12): $12,672,888

Project Other Income ($198,083 x 12):     2,376,996

Total Gross Annual Projected Income $15,049,884

Less Stabilized V&C at 2 %: -     300,998

Projected Effective Gross Income: $14,748,886

Less Estimated Expenses:

Proforma Items: $7,898,688

Tax Levy’s:     49,898

Total Expenses $7,948,586 - 7,948,586

Projected Net Before Real Estate Taxes $ 6,800,300

Capitalized at 6.5 % + 1.038666 Tax Rate, rounded to: ÷      0.0754

Indicated Value as of March 31, 2020: $90,189,659

       Rounded To $90,190,000
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FINAL RECONCILIATION

The current indicated value from the Cost Approach is $64,842,000, and when compared

to the value indications from the other Approaches, indicates that the project would be

financially feasible.

The value as if it is at a stabilized occupancy level, March 31, 2020, as indicated by  the

Income Approach is $90,190,000, and is based on forecasted income and proforma plus

actual expenses. It is certainly of great interest because properties like the subject are bought

and sold for income and investment, and because it is also the true Value in Exchange. 

The value as if it is at a stabilized occupancy level, March 31, 2020, as indicated by the Sales

Comparison or Market Data Approach is $85,000,000, is certainly of interest if the

preponderance of buyers are going to be hands-on owner managers, or deals are talked about

is less sophisticated language. The approach discusses the property in terms more commonly

heard when the buyer is purchasing a small to modest size investment. 

In our opinion both of the value indications are representative of the needs of the local

market, wherein a few buyers may be complete or partial hands-on owner managers, but the

bulk are purely investors. And, when addressing the prospective value of the property as of

March 31,2020, under the definition of Market Value which supposes a sale but does not

necessarily mandate one, slightly greater weight is given to the indication from the Income

Approach with lesser weight given to the indication from the Sales Comparison Approach.

As of the effective date of this retrospective report and subject to all of the assumptions and

limiting conditions contained herein,  the  final estimate of Market Value as stabilized as

of March 31, 2020 is Ninety Million Dollars ($90,000,000). 

As to the prospective value of the subject as of the date of completion, March 31, 2018, it

is the same as the value as of the date of stabilized occupancy less the present worth of the

net income loss over the two year absorption period assuming a level monthly increase in
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occupancy, and after applying a forecasted 6% discount rate (based on current yield levels,

but anticipating an upward movement by the Federal Reserve of the next few years). This

value calculates to ($90,000,000 - [$3,400,150 x 0.943396] - [$6,800,300 x 0.889996])

$80,740,073, rounded to Eighty Million Seven Hundred Forty Thousand Dollars

($80,740,000).

End of the Report.
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QUALIFICATIONS OF PAUL M. STANSKY, GAA

CERTIFIED GENERAL REAL ESTATE APPRAISER (AG008967)

APPRAISAL EXPERIENCE:

Thirty years experience in land, residential, multiple family, condominiums, light and heavy
industrial, commercial, retail, office buildings, agricultural properties, and a nuclear reactor
facility. Assignments in Northern and Southern California, Colorado, Tennessee, Texas, and
Georgia. Qualified as an expert witness in the Superior Courts of San Benito County, Solano
County, San Mateo County, Marin County, Sacramento County, Contra Costa County, and
Alameda County. Also qualified in the  Federal District Bankruptcy Courts of Oakland, San
Jose, and San Francisco, as well as the Federal District Court, Sacramento Criminal Division.
I have also acted in the capacity of Arbitrator and Appointed Appraiser for insurance
settlement purposes.

Since early 1988, assignments dealing with litigated matters total over 275 of which
approximately 65 were eminent domain actions. Depositions attended total over 175, and
court appearances number over 58 during the same time period.

EDUCATION/ACADEMIC:

San Francisco State College, City College of S.F., University of S.F., University of
California/Berkeley Extension, University of California/San Francisco Extension, College
of Marin, and Diablo Valley College. Majored in Business and Real Estate.

EDUCATION/PROFESSIONAL:

Appraisal Institute courses; USPAP (7 hr. & 15 hr. courses), Standards of Professional
Practice, Residential Valuation, Appraisal Principals, Capitalization I, Capitalization II,
Capitalization III, Industrial Valuation, Case Studies, 610 & 620 Mixed Use Properties,
Limited Partnerships, Statistical Review, Valuing Undivided Interest, and Litigation
Valuation. Highest & Best Use. University of California real estate courses totaling 24
semester units, including architectural design and construction components. Various
seminars and workshops conducted by the Appraisal Institute and its local chapters. License
mandated continuing education is current.

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS & DESIGNATIONS:

Former member of the National Association of Realtors, Appraisal Section, designated
General Accredited Appraiser (GAA). Member of MetroList MLS, Member of East Bay
Regional Data MLS, and Member of ProMLS Listings. State of California Certified General
Appraiser (AG008967 issued June 19, 1992), the license expires November 3, 2018.
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QUALIFICATIONS OF KIMBERLEY C. COOK
REAL ESTATE APPRAISER (AL041853)

APPRAISAL EXPERIENCE:

Thirteen years experience in land, residential, multiple family, condominiums, light and
heavy industrial, commercial, retail, office buildings, and agricultural properties.
Assignments in Northern and Southern California. Assistance provided in preparation for
trial in the Superior Courts of  Solano County,  Sacramento County, Contra Costa County,
and Alameda Counties. 

EDUCATION/ACADEMIC:

Graduated from Clayton Valley High School, Concord, CA (1990).
Attended Los Medanos Community College, Pittsburg, CA (1991-1993).

EDUCATION/PROFESSIONAL:

Appraisal Institute and McKissock courses; USPAP (7 hr. & 15 hr. courses), Standards of
Professional Practice, Residential Valuation, Appraisal Principals, Capitalization I, Mortgage
Fraud, Land and Site Valuation, Appraising Manufactured Homes, Laws and Regulations for
California Appraisers, and Statistical Review. Various seminars and workshops conducted
by the Appraisal Institute and its local chapters. License mandated continuing education is
current.

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS & DESIGNATIONS:

Active member of MetroList MLS, and  licensed by the State of California (AL041853),
expiring December 26, 2018.

(Rev. 11/16)
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PARTIAL LIST OF CLIENTS

FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS

BANK OF WALNUT CREEK BANK OF ALAMEDA
CENTRAL CALIFORNIA BANK SCOTTS VALLEY BANK
BANK OF AGRICULTURE & COMMERCE CAPITOL VALLEY BANK
UNITED COMMERCIAL BANK BANK OF THE ORIENT
SONOMA NATIONAL BANK SILVERADO BANK

INSURANCE COMPANIES AND ADJUSTERS

CALIFORNIA FAIR PLAN AIG
CALIFORNIA STATE AUTO ASSOC. TRAVELERS INSURANCE CO.
ROYAL INSURANCE CO. FARMERS INSURANCE EXCHANGE
PRUDENTIAL INSURANCE CO. HARTFORD INSURANCE CO.
GAB ROBINS LAFAYETTE ADJUSTERS
UNITED GENERAL INSURANCE CO. TRANSAMERICA INSURANCE GP.
KONING & ASSOCIATES SCOTTSDALE INSURANCE
AETNA INSURANCE OHIO CASUALTY
ATLANTIC INSURANCE PEARCE & FRANKMAN
FIREMANS FUND INSURANCE  CO. ONEBEACON INS.
SAFECO INSURANCE CO. OREGON MUTUAL INS. CO.
UNIGARD INSURANCE CO. NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL
USAA ZURICH US
MARYLAND CASUALTY ATLANTIC COMPANIES
GENERAL ACCIDENT LIBERTY MUTUAL
CNA INSURANCE CO. GOLDEN EAGLE INS. CO.
CALIFORNIA CAPITAL INS. CO. GREAT PACIFIC INS. CO.
ALLSTATE INSURANCE CO. MCLAREN TOPLIS
ALLIED/NATIONWIDE INS. GROUP CSE INSURANCE COMPANY

INDIVIDUAL CLIENTS AND COMPANIES

JENNY, JENNY & JENNY BOWLES & VERNA, ATTY. AT LAW
LOW, BALL & LYNCH COOPER, WHITE & COOPER
UNITED STATES TREASURY DEPT. ADAMS, NYE, SINUNU, WALKER
STEVEN F. KLAMM, ATTY. BOWMAN & BROOKE
PILLSBURY, MADISON & SUTRO LONG & LEVITT

(ADDITIONAL INDIVIDUAL REFERENCES PROVIDED UPON REQUEST)
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